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❑ AHO proposes to request some slight modelling changes to the UpdateInformation Feature Objects in S-101 

1.2.0

❑ Recommend adding an Update Composition Feature Association to the DCEG to allow UpdateInformation 

Features to be aggregated

❑ AHO would like this functionality to replace the existing Binary differencing method of S-57/S-52

❑ For this group to discuss potential portrayal examples that are proposed

The Proposal



Current functionality within S-52 ECDIS 
portrayal

Pipeline inserted



Proposed S-101 portrayal/functionality



UpdateInformation Information Object

❑ We all understand that the intent of S101 is to have a relationship between the feature being updated and 

the type of update that is being applied to that feature. Encoding guidance for this is sound.



Update Composition proposal

❑ The association that has been proposed is designed to group together the combined Information feature objects and 

display to the mariner a simple instruction of what has occurred in this update. This is particularly useful in the Move 

scenario as it can group the Delete and Insert instruction to define the Move.



Production tool automation

❑ At S101PT11, the group identified that resources would be a concern with the implementation of these features.

❑ AHO uses CARIS HPD Production Software

❑ AHO has workshopped with Teledyne CARIS the ability to semi automate parts of the production process to 

create the Update Information Features.

❑ Even without automation, there are multiple workflow options to consider when applying these features to the 

producers systems.

❑ Application of these features can be done manually by a compiler within a Source Database, manually within a 

Product, or by the use of automation when applying changes to a product that have been verified within the 

Source Database.

❑ In the example of a Pipeline insert, the compiler can be prompted to add an Update Information Object to all 

features that are being applied to the product, or the compiler can simply choose only the Pipeline and show that 

feature as the only important change to the Product. 

❑ AHO have trialled this in a Cloud environment with CARIS software and it is not labour intensive, it didn’t take any 

longer to add these features, than it took to edit Max, Min and Optimum display scales, and applying Sounding 

Datum Values to the dataset.



AHO have been testing ideas for portrayal for a moved feature and what that may look like, the reality of the situation is 

that not always will the two points be on the same screen. Some examples are below:

Options for Portrayal











Conclusions

❑ There is great potential of UpdateInformation to provide meaningful information to Mariners about changes to 

ENC Products

❑ Mariners now use both NTM’s and S-57 differencing to understand what has changed. This functionality 

could replace both.

❑ Production is not intensive, and automation can make it easy.

❑ Producers can control the message about what has changed.



Recommendations

❑ We ask the group to consider approving the revised modelling for Update Information Features to include the 

Update Composition Association.

❑ Approve that this functionality can replace the existing S-52 binary differencing method for ECDIS.

❑ Allow this group to work on guidance and examples of UpdateInformation encoding and guidance

❑ We would like to hear the groups input to portrayal options. 
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